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 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-01217 
CASE NAME: STEVEN SPENCE VS. GREEN PLANET 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FILED BY GREEN PLANET 21, INC., et al. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Continued to January 12, 2022 at 9:00 A.M. 

 

  

 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-02071 
CASE NAME: EVANGELINA DAVID VS. VIVINT SOLAR 
HEARING ON MOTION TO BE RELIEVED AS COUNSEL 
FILED BY EVANGELINA R. DAVID 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion to be relieved is denied without prejudice due to a failure to file a proof of service 
reflecting the hearing date. 

 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-02555 
CASE NAME: MARTINEZ VS. WALGREENS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL FURTHER RESPS TO REQ. FOR PRODUCTION 
FILED BY SOURIYA MARTINEZ 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Plaintiff’s motion is denied without prejudice. Plaintiff must first engage in the Discovery 
Facilitator process pursuant to the local rules. 

 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-00321 
CASE NAME: WEST VS. SHIELDS NURSING CENTER 
HEARING ON MOTION TO INTERVENE 
FILED BY LOWANDA WEST-BROWN 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Nominal Defendant Lowanda West-Brown’s Motion to Intervene is denied.  Ms. West-

Brown’s Motion failed to attach a memorandum of points and authorities and a copy of the 

proposed Motion to Intervene. Furthermore, Ms. West-Brown failed to address any of the issues 

raised by the Opposition, including the fact her claim is now is time-barred.   

Background  

 This is a wrongful death and elder abuse case.  Plaintiffs Brenda Roberts and Terri West 

are the daughters of decedent Ardist West, Sr., who died on March 4, 2019.  Plaintiffs have 
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reached a tentative settlement with Defendants.  Ms. Lowanda West-Brown, also a surviving 

daughter of Mr. Ardist West, Sr., is named a nominal defendant in this action.  

    Ms. West-Brown maintains the current Plaintiffs and their attorney purposefully refused 

to include all of Mr. West’s children in this action. She seeks to intervene to protect her interest 

and that of siblings, Brandon West, Deja West, and D’Marcus West.   

Ruling 

 The Court previously heard what it deemed Ms. West-Brown’s motion to intervene on 

August 18, 2021.  The motion was denied without prejudice on procedural grounds.  Ms. West-

Brown filed another motion to intervene, which was heard on November 3, 2021.  There was no 

appearance by either party.  The Court denied the motion again without prejudice.   The Court 

held, “Ms. West-Brown’s renewed ‘Motion to Intervene’ falls short of the Court’s previous Order.  

Ms. West-Brown’s motion fails to comply with CCP § 387 and Cal. Rules of Court, Rule 3.1112 

and 3.1113. Moreover, the motion was not timely served in compliance with CCP § 1005.” 

 The Court warned Ms. West-Brown that she had one last opportunity to file a proper 

motion and to properly serve it.  Ms. West-Brown filed a new motion on November 15, 2021.  

The documents filed were a “Notice of Motion to Intervene” and a “Declaration of Lowanda 

J. West-Brown.”  The motion does not contain a Memorandum of Points and Authorities.   

Nor does it contain a copy of the proposed complaint in intervention as required by Cal. Code of 

Civil Procedure 387(c).  Although, the motion was apparently served on Plaintiffs, Ms. West-

Brown has not filed a Proof of Service. 

 Ms. Lowanda-Brown was afforded two additional attempts to file a proper motion to 

intervene, but failed to do so.  As the Court stated in the previous ruling, “‘when a litigant is 

appearing in propria persona, he is entitled to the same, but no greater, consideration than other 

litigants and attorneys…. Further, the in propria persona litigant is held to the same restrictive 

rules of procedure as an attorney.’ [Citation.]” (Bianco v. California Highway Patrol (1994) 24 

Cal.App.4th 1113, 1125-1126.) 

 As to the merits, Ms. West-Brown failed to address Plaintiffs’ argument that Ms. West-

Brown’s intervention serves no purpose, other than to disrupt the good faith settlement, since 

her claims are time-barred. Ms. West-Brown also failed to address the issue that she 

unreasonably delayed in bringing this motion to intervene, despite knowing of this lawsuit 

before it was filed. 
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 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-01741 
CASE NAME: ANNIE KO VS. KAISER PERMANENTE 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
FILED BY THE PERMANENTE MEDICAL GROUP, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Granted.  Unopposed. 

 

  

 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-01741 
CASE NAME: ANNIE KO VS KAISER PERMANENTE 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 2nd Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY THE PERMANENTE MEDICAL GROUP, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Kaiser’s demurrer to plaintiff’s Second Amended Complaint is overruled.  Kaiser shall file 
and serve its Answer on or before January 19, 2022.     
 

The court reviewed this matter comprehensively in its order sustaining Kaiser’s demurrer 
to the First Amended Complaint.  That order is incorporated herein. Therefore, the court will 
state the facts only briefly here. 
 
 Plaintiff Annie Ko’s husband, Peter Chong, died on September 2, 2018, following 
bleeding and complications from a tonsil biopsy performed by a private physician, Dr. Joel Ross, 
on August 31, 2018.  Ko did not file this wrongful death lawsuit until two years later, on 
September 2, 2020, even though the statute of limitations on a claim for medical malpractice is 
one year “after the plaintiff discovers, or through the use of reasonable diligence should have 
discovered, the injury.”  (CCP § 340.5.)  For purposes of the current case, the “injury” is defined 
as Mr. Chong’s death and its “negligent cause.” (Larcher v. Wanless (1976) 18 Cal.3d 646, 654-
655.)  Under the statute, Ko discovered the injury when she suspected the death was wrongful, 
not when she was sure of it.  (See Norgart v. Upjohn Co. (1999) 21 Cal.4th 383, 405-406.) 
 

The court sustained Kaiser’s previous demurrer because plaintiff failed to plead the type 
of detailed facts required by Fox v. Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc. (2005) 35 Cal.4th 797, 808 to 
establish she did not suspect negligence until a date that is within one year before she filed her 
complaint on September 2, 2020. 

 
Plaintiff pleads the following facts in the SAC to comply with Fox. When Mr. Chong died, 

Kaiser assured plaintiff it did not know why her husband suffered from bleeding after a biopsy 
performed by a non-Kaiser physician, but that the death could only be considered an accident 
because medical procedures do not always turn out well.  Kaiser further said it had provided its 
best care to Mr. Chong.  Plaintiff had no suspicions then that Kaiser itself had done anything 
wrong and, inferentially, Kaiser allayed any suspicions she may have had that Dr. Ross did 
anything wrong.  (SAC, ¶ 16, 17.) 
 
 However, in March 2019, the brother of plaintiff’s husband (who apparently was 
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suspicious), convinced plaintiff to retain his attorney or former attorney to investigate whether 
the death was wrongful.  (¶ 18.)   
 
 Plaintiff did so in early April 2019.  Kaiser claims the true date of the retention was 
no later than April 1, 2019, asking the court by a filing on November 2, 2020 to take judicial 
notice under Evidence Code section 452 (h) of a representation letter sent by the attorney to 
Dr. Ross.  The court questions whether it may properly take judicial notice of the retention letter.  
However, it will do so because plaintiff has not opposed the request and granting it will not 
change the result.    
 
 The court concludes that plaintiff has pleaded enough facts under Fox to delay 
accrual of her wrongful death cause of action until April 1, 2020 for purposes of this demurrer.  
Whether she actually suspected wrongdoing any earlier than that is for summary judgment or 
trial.  (Fox, supra, 35 Cal.4th at 810 (“Resolution of the statute of limitations issue is normally a 
question of fact”).)  Plaintiff has sufficiently explained why she did not suspect anyone’s 
negligence immediately upon her husband’s death.  She has pleaded that Kaiser allayed any 
initial concerns about negligence by Dr. Ross and essentially that she never suspected 
negligence then by Kaiser.  (See Kitzig v. Nordquist (2000) 81 Cal.App.4th 1384 (sufficient 
evidence existed to support jury’s rejection of statute of limitations defense where the defendant 
reasonably conceded that dental procedures, including dental implants, do not always turn out 
well and that when plaintiff consulted a second dentist because of suspicions of wrongdoing, 
he told her everything looked okay and she should go back to the first dentist to have her failed 
implants repaired).)   
 
 The issue then is whether a suspicion of wrongdoing by April 1, 2019 renders the 
complaint timely when the complaint was not filed until a year and five months later, on 
September 2, 2020.  The court concludes that it does, because of various tolling that occurred 
as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic. 
 
 The parties agree that there was tolling from April 6, 2020 through October 1, 2020, 
but disagree whether there was any tolling before April 6, 2020.  Plaintiff claims that tolling first 
began earlier, on March 6, 2020, but the court concludes she is incorrect. 
 

The court grants Kaiser’s Request for Judicial Notice filed December 28, 2021.  
The materials submitted by Kaiser establish that the Judicial Council originally adopted 
Emergency Rule 9 on April 6, 2020, and amended it to its current form on May 28, 2020 
(effective May 29, 2020), and that the tolling under this Rule is from April 6, 2020 until 
October 1, 2020.  Plaintiff is incorrect when she contends that Emergency Rule 9 was first 
adopted on March 6, 2020 and amended on April 6, 2020.  To the contrary of plaintiff’s claim, 
no tolling under any version of Emergency Rule 9 began on March 6, 2020.  (The various 
Judicial Council rules and their adoption dates can be viewed at the following web address:  
https://www.courts.ca.gov/3025.htm.) 

 
If that were the end of the matter, the court would sustain Kaiser’s demurrer.  On its own 

motion, however, the court takes judicial notice of one additional fact.  On March 16, 2020, this 
court adopted a “General Order Re:  Implementation of Emergency Relief Authorized Pursuant 
to Government Code Section 68115 by Chair of the Judicial Council.”  (That order can be 

https://www.courts.ca.gov/3025.htm
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viewed at the following web address:  https://www.cc-courts.org/general/orders.aspx.)  The first 
numbered paragraph of that Order states, “For purposes of computing the time for filing papers 
with the court under Code of Civil Procedure sections 12 and 12a, the dates from March 16, 
2020, to April 1, 2020, inclusive, are deemed holidays.”  That range of dates includes 17 days. 

 
Plaintiff had one year after April 1, 2019 to file this lawsuit.  As a result of this court’s 

General Order, the statute of limitations was tolled for the 17 days from March 16 through 
April 1, 2020.  The statute resumed running on April 2, 2020, but stopped again on April 6, 2020, 
4 days later, and remained tolled until after she filed her lawsuit.  Thus, plaintiff filed this case 
with approximately 13 days to spare based on an accrual date of April 1, 2019.  The demurrer 
is overruled. 

 

  

 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-02355 
CASE NAME: HAPPY VALLEY ROAD VS. UNDERWRITERS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFF’S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEFING 
FILED BY UNDERWRITERS AT LLOYD'S LONDON 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Vacated.  A request for dismissal of the entire action was filed on December 23, 2021. 
 

  

 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-02355 
CASE NAME: HAPPY VALLEY ROAD VS. UNDERWRITERS 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 3rd Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY UNDERWRITERS AT LLOYD'S LONDON 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Vacated.  A request for dismissal of the entire action was filed on December 23, 2021. 
 

  

 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-02355 
CASE NAME: HAPPY VALLEY ROAD VS. UNDERWRITERS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE REQUEST FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
FILED BY UNDERWRITERS AT LLOYD'S LONDON 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Vacated.  A request for dismissal of the entire action was filed on December 23, 2021. 
 

 

  

https://www.cc-courts.org/general/orders.aspx
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 10.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC21-00055 
CASE NAME: WRIGHT VS. MEALS ON WHEELS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO QUASH PLAINTIFF’S DEPOSITION 
FILED BY MEALS ON WHEELS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Withdrawn by moving party. 

 

 

11.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC21-00115 
CASE NAME: KULL  VS.  S&B LLC 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR MONETARY SANCTION FOR VIOLATING COURT ORDER 
FILED BY S&B LLC, et al. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendants’ motion for sanctions pursuant to CCP 177.5 for plaintiff’s failure to abide by a court 
order is granted in part. Plaintiff has failed to pay court ordered sanctions to defense counsel 
and has failed to oppose this motion for additional sanctions for the violation. The court 
therefore orders plaintiff pay $500 to the court by February 28, 2022 if the previously-ordered 
sanctions are not fully paid by that date. 

 

  

12.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC21-01391 
CASE NAME: JFP-AG/SAN RAMON  VS,  RM 15 SAFE CORP 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 1st Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY RM15 SAFE CORP 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Before the Court is Defendant RM Safe 15 Corp. (“Defendant”)’s Demurrer. The Demurrer 

relates to Plaintiff JFP-AG/San Ramon, LLC, Plaintiff JFP-AG/Batesville, LLC, Plaintiff JFP-

AG/Little Rock, LLC, Plaintiff JFP-AG/Springerville, LLC, Plaintiff JFP-AG/Tuscon, LLC, Plaintiff 

JFP-AG/Roswell, LLC, Plaintiff JFP-AG/Ruidoso, LLC, Plaintiff JFP-AG/Longview, LLC, and 

Plaintiff JFP-AG/Carthage, LLC (collectively, “Plaintiffs”)’s Verified Amended Complaint (“VAC”) 

for declaratory relief and contract reformation. 

Defendant demurs to Plaintiffs’ cause of action for declaratory relief and two causes of action for 

contract reformation pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure (“CCP”) § 430.10 subsections (e), (d), 

and (f) on several grounds. 

As a threshold issue, the Court notes that Defendant submitted a declaration of Simon Aron on 

reply that purported to attach Defendant’s verified responses to Plaintiffs’ requests for 

admission. A demurrer only attacks the face of a complaint and matters judicially noticeable. 

(Blank v. Kirwan (1985) 39 Cal.3d 311, 318.) Because a declaration is extrinsic evidence, it is 

not properly before the court ruling on a demurrer. (Ion Equipment Corp v. Nelson (1980) 110 
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Cal.App.3d 868, 881.) Accordingly, the Court declines to consider attorney Aron’s substantive 

declaration on reply. 

Furthermore, Defendant is directed to correct the error in its caption in future filings with this 

Court; this case is assigned for all purposes to the Hon. Jill Fannin. 

For the following reasons, the Demurrer is overruled. 

Request for Judicial Notice 

Defendant requests judicial notice of several Special Warranty Deeds from the Contra Costa 
County Clerk-Recorder’s Office, the County Clerk’s Office of the County of Chaves, State of 
New Mexico, the Circuit/County Clerk’s Office of Pulaski County, Arkansas, the Recorder’s 
Office of Apache County, Arizona, the Recorder’s Office of Pima County, Arizona, the 
Auditor’s/Recorder’s Office of Cowlitz County, Washington, the Circuit Clerk/Recorder’s Office of 
Independence County, Arkansas, the County Clerk’s Office of the County of Panola, State of 
Texas, and the County Clerk’s Office of Lincoln County, New Mexico. The unopposed Request 
is granted. (Evid. Code §§ 452, 453.) 

Legal Standard 

“The function of a demurrer is to test the sufficiency of the complaint as a matter of law.” 
(Holiday Matinee, Inc. v. Rambus, Inc. (2004) 118 Cal.App.4th 1413, 1420.) A complaint 
“is sufficient if it alleges ultimate rather than evidentiary facts” (Doe v. City of Los Angeles (2007) 
42 Cal.4th 531, 550 (“Doe”)), but the plaintiff must set forth the essential facts of his or her case 
“with reasonable precision and with particularity sufficient to acquaint [the] defendant with the 
nature, source and extent” of the plaintiff’s claim. (Doheny Park Terrace Homeowners Assn., 
Inc. v. Truck Ins. Exchange (2005) 132 Cal.App.4th 1076, 1099.) Legal conclusions are 
insufficient. (Id. at 1098–1099; Doe at 551, fn. 5.) The Court “assume[s] the truth of the 
allegations in the complaint, but do[es] not assume the truth of contentions, deductions, 
or conclusions of law.” (California Logistics, Inc. v. State of California (2008) 161 Cal.App.4th 
242, 247.) 

Factual Background 

This is a contract dispute regarding long-term ground leases. Each of the Plaintiffs entered into 
a written ground lease under which Defendant RM 15 Safe is the landlord. (VAC at ¶ 17.) The 
material terms of each ground lease as they pertain to this action are identical; differing only 
with respect to tenant name and description of the leased property. (Id. at ¶ 23.) Each of the 
ground leases identify Defendant as landlord. (See e.g. id. at ¶ 21, Ex. A at p.2.) 

Each of the ground leases contain multiple provisions stating that the building and all 
improvements on the leased property are owned by the tenant. (VAC at ¶¶ 40-42.) Each of the 
ground leases provide that the tenant has an option to purchase the leased land, and in the 
context of such a purchase, defines various obligations of the landlord. (Id. at ¶¶ 44-45; see e.g., 
Ex. A at § 31.02.) Plaintiffs allege that the purchase options were a material factor in their 
decision to purchase the ground leases and the amount of consideration they were willing to pay 
for the ground leases. (Id. at ¶ 46.)  

Plaintiffs allege that Defendant purportedly transferred its interest in the real property subject to 
the ground leases to another entity that Defendant controls. (VAC at ¶ 78.) 
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Plaintiffs allege that Defendant now takes the position that “the purchase option provisions of 
the Subject Ground Leases [are] mere ‘eyewash,’ included in the leases solely for tax purposes, 
and not intended to be ‘real’ purchase options.” (VAC at ¶ 88.) Plaintiffs further allege that 
Defendant has taken the position that if the purchase options exist, the purchase price upon 
exercise of the purchase option would include the value of the land and the building (and as a 
consequence they were never intended to be real options). (Id. at ¶ 89.) Plaintiffs dispute this 
characterization. (Id. at ¶¶ 91-92.) 

Analysis 

As a threshold issue, the Court declines to sustain the Demurrer on the grounds of uncertainty 

pursuant to CCP § 430.10(f). Uncertainty is a disfavored ground for demurring to a complaint. 

(See, e.g., Khoury v. Maly’s of California (1993) 14 Cal.App.4th 612, 616; 1 Weil & Brown, Civil 

Procedure Before Trial (The Rutter Group 2011) § 7:84, p. 7(l)-39.) A demurrer for uncertainty 

generally will be sustained only when the complaint is such that the defendant cannot even 

determine what it must respond to. (Williams v. Beechnut Nutrition Corp. (1986) 185 Cal.App.3d 

135, 139.) The ground leases are adequately described in the VAC. 

Defendant’s argument under CCP § 430.10 (d) and (e) are effectively intertwined; Defendant 
argues that all causes of action fail to state a cause of action against Defendant because it has 
no interest in the subject ground leases in light of its transfer of the real property to entities that 
are not named as Defendants. Specifically, they point to language in the Special Warranty 
Deeds that the premises were granted “together with all leases, licenses, agreements, rights, 
easements[,] reservations and other appurtenances thereunto pertaining.” (RJN Ex. A at p.2.) 

In Opposition, Plaintiffs argue that Defendant is the proper party as it is the named Landlord 
pursuant to the ground leases and that Defendant has cited no authority for its proposition that 
“a transferee of land necessarily becomes the ‘Actual Lessor’ where it has assumed none of the 
obligations of landlord and has permitted another entity to fulfill that role for many years after the 
transfer.” (Opp. at 10:8-10.) Furthermore, as Plaintiffs note, several of the special warranty 
deeds at issue also include language indicating that the “[g]rantors and grantees are comprised 
of the same parties[.]” (RJN Ex. A at p.2; see also Exs. D, E, and F.)  

Defendant’s argument is essentially that the special warranty deed has the practical effect of a 
lease assignment. However, Defendant has not provided the Court with any authority to support 
that legal conclusion. Additionally, the terms of the ground leases require that any amendment is 
made in writing (see e.g. VAC Ex. A at § 35.06); Plaintiffs allege that they never received written 
notice that RM 15 Safe was no longer the “Landlord” under the ground leases. (VAC ¶ 80.) 
Furthermore, Plaintiffs have alleged that Defendant accepted rent and otherwise performed 
duties of a Landlord under the ground leases. (Id. at ¶ 20; see also ¶ 81 [all communication 
between Plaintiffs regarding the disputed matters of the VAC were with Plaintiffs and RM 15 
Safe].) The Court cannot conclude as a matter of law that Defendant has no legal obligations 
under the ground leases such that Plaintiffs have failed to state causes of action against it for 
declaratory relief and reformation of contract. 

Defendant argues that Plaintiffs’ cause of action for declaratory judgment is not ripe because 
“[t]he Amended Complaint alleges only a prospective dispute over some prospective exercise 
involving a dispute over whether the ‘purchase price’ includes the fair market value of the 
‘Building’.” (Dem. at 18:5-7.) However, it is well established that declaratory relief operates 
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prospectively. (Kirkwood v. California State Automobile Assn. Inter-Ins. Bureau (2011) 193 
Cal.App.4th 49, 59 [“Declaratory relief operates prospectively, serving to set controversies at 
rest before obligations are repudiated, rights are invaded or wrongs are committed. Thus the 
remedy is to be used to advance preventive justice, to declare rather than execute rights.”].) 
Here, Plaintiffs assert a controversy between themselves and Defendant RM 15 Safe wherein 
Plaintiffs contend that they have a purchase option under the subject ground leases that 
excludes the fair market value of the building on the subject property and Defendant contends 
that the purchase price must include both. (VAC at ¶¶ 99, 100.) 

Furthermore, Defendant’s contention regarding lack of present controversy lacks merit in light of 
the allegations regarding its acceptance of rent and Landlord duties in the Amended Complaint. 
That said, the requested relief could potentially implicate the various transferees as they are the 
legal title holders of property subject to the ground leases. The issue of whether the transferees 
are indispensable or conditionally necessary parties under CCP § 389 is not before this Court, 
however. The motion before this Court is a Demurrer on the grounds that Defendant is not the 
Landlord under the subject ground leases. The Plaintiffs have alleged that it is, and have further 
alleged that the defendant has accepted rent and otherwise performed the duties of a Landlord 
under the ground leases. As a consequence, the Demurrer is overruled. 
 

  

13.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC21-01597 
CASE NAME: PAULO VS. WINCHEK 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES & COSTS PURSUANT TO CCP 405.38 
FILED BY ANDREW D. WINCHEK, MARGARET MILLER 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendants’ motion for attorney fees and costs pursuant to CCP 405.38 is granted.  
 
Defendants were compelled to file their motion to expunge the lis pendens on October 1, 2021 
because plaintiff’s counsel refused to remove the lis pendens despite counsel’s letters and 
telephone calls. Before the hearing on the motion, plaintiff dismissed her complaint for elder 
abuse and filed notice of withdrawal of the lis pendens. It is clear that defendants’ motion, at a 
minimum, encouraged plaintiff to withdraw the lis pendens. Attorneys’ fees and costs are 
therefore warranted.  
 
Plaintiff to pay defense counsel $10,132.50 within 60 days of this hearing. 
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14.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN21-1895 
CASE NAME: ROIC PINOLE VISTA VS. TASHAWN SANDERS 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO UD COMPLAINT - UNLIMITED JURISDICTION 
FILED BY TASHAWN SANDERS, CLIFTON SANDERS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

Defendant Tashawn Sanders and Clifton Sanders’ demurrer to the complaint is 

overruled. Defendants have until January 12, 2021 to file and serve their answer.  

Defendants demur to the complaint, arguing “[t]here is another action pending between 

the same parties on the same cause of action.” (Code of Civil Procedure § 430.10(c).) The 

primary rights theory is applied to determine whether claims involve the same cause of action. 

(Bush v. Superior Court (1992) 10 Cal.App.4th 1374, 1384.) Under this theory, “the 

determinative factor is the harm suffered. When two actions involving the same parties seek 

compensation for the same harm, they generally involve the same primary right.” (Boeken v. 

Philip Morris USA, Inc. (2010) 48 Cal.4th 788, 798.)  

This is a commercial unlawful detainer. Plaintiff is seeking possession of the property 

after serving a five day notice to pay rent or quit. The notice requested $112,066.75, which is 

approximately two years of unpaid rent. (Complaint ¶¶6, 9 and ex. 2.)  In addition to possession, 

Plaintiff is seeking past-due rent of $112,066 plus damages starting on September 1, 2020.  

Plaintiff has previously sued Defendants in a separate action, MSC 20-01426.) There, 

Plaintiff sought (among other items) unpaid rent of $33,427.26, which is the alleged unpaid rent 

through July 31, 2020. (RJN ex. A.)  

Here, the primary right at issue is possession of the property. In the related civil case, 

there are several primary rights, which include breach of the lease, but do not include 

possession of the property. Thus, the two actions do not involve the same causes of action and 

the demurrer is overruled.  

That being said, there is the potential for some version of res judicata to apply. 

A landlord is permitted to seek unpaid rent in an unlawful detainer complaint and then later seek 

additional unpaid rent in a separate civil action. (Hong Sang Market, Inc. v. Peng (2018) 20 

Cal.App.5th 474, 497.) The landlord may not, however, recover the same unpaid rent more than 

once. Thus, if a landlord obtains one year of back rent in an unlawful detainer action, it may not 

seek that same unpaid rent in a separate action. Here, Plaintiff is seeking approximately two 

years of unpaid rent, which overlaps with the unpaid rent sought in the other action. If Plaintiff 

ultimately prevails in this action and obtains an award of unpaid rent, the parties can notify the 

Court in the other civil action to avoid any double recovery of unpaid rent. 

Plaintiff’s requests for judicial notice are granted.  

 Defendants’ request for judicial notice is granted as to the complaint and cross-complaint 
in MSC 20-01426, but otherwise denied. Those document were provided to the Court by 
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Plaintiff. When requesting judicial notice of documents from another case, copies of those 
documents should be included with the request for judicial notice. 

 

  

15.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN21-2137 
CASE NAME: NEHI VS. AMERICAN BUILT POOLS 
HEARING ON PETITION FOR RELEASE OF PROPERTY FROM MECHANIC'S LIEN 
FILED BY JOSEPH W. NEHI IV 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Plaintiff’s petition is denied without prejudice due a failure to file a proof of service. 

 

  

16.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN21-2177 
CASE NAME: THE MATTER OF YURANI RUIZ GUIL 
HEARING ON MINOR'S COMPROMISE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The minor’s compromise is approved. The court will sign the orders provided. 

 

 

 


